Hello everyone! Welcome to Operation: Let’s Play. I hope you are ready to laugh and play with us this week as we put our game faces on to take on the Mini Golf Hole in One Challenge. Today we will walk through how you can set up your own mini golf hole in your living room, bedroom, or wherever you are and give it your best shot. I hope you’re ready for this. Let’s Play!

Safety Tips:

► Have plenty of room to play so that you won’t break anything when you swing
► Keep your swings under control
► Clear items that could be breakable out of the path you are playing
► Use non-breakable items for your hole and barriers

Materials:

A golf putter, a golf ball and a plastic cup to use as your hole

Alternative Materials:

Putter
► A broom, a bat, a mop, a paddle, a spatula, a stick, etc.
► You want to find something that can hit your ball toward your hole

Golf Ball
► A ping pong ball, a tennis ball, a beach ball, a whiffle ball, etc.
► You want a ball that will fit into your hole

Hole
► A bucket, a mug, a shoe, a water bottle, a small container, etc.
► Make sure you find something that won’t break and your ball will fit into
Let’s Play!

To set up your first course you need to clear an area to play on. Then place your cup, or whatever you are using for your hole, on its side so that your ball can easily roll into it. Put your ball a few feet away, or as far as you would like to attempt. Check to make sure there is nothing that could be broken by the ball or your swing. Then give it your best shot. If you missed, that’s alright, you can keep trying until you do. If you made it, great try making the hole more challenging.

Challenge:

Once you have taken on the first hole that you have set up you can try to take on some of these challenges.

► Hit from farther away
► Put obstacles in your way and do it in the least amount of hits
► Play against someone for completing a hole in the least amount of hits
► Set up tasks, such as going around the couch, before going for the hole
► Try out different items to use as your putter, ball, or hole